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Grandpa has just died . . . and your child is confused, upset, and bewildered. What is death? Where

has Grandpa gone? What will happen now? She turns to you for answers, comfort, and help, but

death isn't an easy subject to explain to kids (especially in the three-to-nine-age range), and since

you yourself are in emotional pain, it's harder than ever. Yet you know she deserves, and needs, a

straightforward, comforting, reassuring answer . . . . "Why Do People Die?" guides parents through

the inevitable questions, emotions, and fears associated with death. Written in a friendly, reassuring

tone, and with respect for the beliefs of different religions, this book comforts both parents and

children. Understanding the thoughts and worries that plague children, this book offers answers to

tough questions like: What is dying?; Is it normal to cry?; What happens at funerals? Questions

about death must come up sooner or later in every family. If it is not a family member who stirs

them, it is a neighbor, a friend, or even a pet. "Why Do People Die?" helps to alleviate the pain,

stress, and uncertainty that children face.
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The passing of a relative or friend can be a bewildering time for children. Why Do People Die? is a

poignant, moving, and straight-forward book wherein children will discover answers to their



questions when those they love die. Designed to be read aloud to young children, Why Do People

Die? is a full-color picture book that delivers information forthrightly, honestly, and in a consoling

tone. It answers all the questions children could possibly ask, such as why people die, what

happens at a funeral, and why the child feels so sad. A parent who is stuck for words or needs a

little help with an explanation will find here a sensitively illustrated text that eases children's minds

and brings them comfort and assurance. Cynthia MacGregor's sensitive and informative text is

superbly illustrated by David Clark's colorful and engaging illustrations. -- The Children's

Bookwatch/The Midwest Book Review

It's tough talking to kids about some topics. Death, in particular, gives adults a hard time. We usually

put off talking about it until it's a relevant issue in our lives and the lives of our children; until we

ourselves are grieving. We put it off because we don't want to burden our children with sad

thoughts, we don't want them to worry about such things. As parents, we strive to preserve the

innocence of childhood for as long as we can.But death is a natural part of living. Pets die. People

die. If we talk to our children about death, just like we talk to them about the weather and about

eating healthy foods and about their day at school, we better prepare them for coping with it. In her

book, Why Do People Die?, Cynthia MacGregor helps parents explain death to their children.Her

perceptive analogy comparing toys and clothes wearing out, something any child who has ever had

a favorite pair of shoes or doll or t-shirt can understand, to a body wearing out makes the abstract

notion of death more concrete. MacGregor also tackles the many emotions a child might experience

while grieving and lets the child know that these emotions are acceptable and normal. Excellent

iillustrations accompany the text.Although a very useful tool for parents, the book almost provides

too much information in one sitting for a child to absorb. More than simply covering why people die

and how we might feel about it, it also discusses funerals, the different kinds and what children can

expect to happen before, during and after, and various beliefs about what happens to people after

they die.Nonetheless, Why Do People Die? offers excellent talking points to parents who may have

difficulty finding the right words to explain death to their children. It's a great conversation starter

between parent and child, letting children know it's okay to ask questions; that death is natural and

not a taboo subject.I recommend that parents read sections of the book with their child at separate

sittings, allowing time for the child to process the information. In addition, let your child keep the

book to look through on his or her own. Finally, be willing to admit that death is tough for you to talk

about, that it makes you feel sad, too, and to engage in even the uncomfortable conversations that

may arise from your child pondering the issue of human mortality.Lucy Adams, author ofÂ Tuck
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